
April 6. 2020

                                  MESSIAH FOR HIRE
                      
                     CURRICULUM VITAE (COURSE OF LIFE)

                                                PART 4

                                        TO RESTORE ORDER FROM CHAOS

On this 6th day of April 2020 amidst the COVIC-19 world pandemic, economic, medical,
social and political chaos abounds. Social distancing, staying at home, wearing masks 
and washing our hands. April 5th ended the three day conjunction of Jupiter and Pluto 
which happens every thirteen years. Jupiter is the expansive planet and rules the higher 
mind, religion, philosophy,  and spirituality. Pluto is the planet that brings death and 
regeneration. There will be three conjunctions of Jupiter to Pluto the last ending on 
November 13, 2020. By the time we get to December 21, 2020 and the conjunction of 
Jupiter and Saturn we should be out of the chaos and into the calm.  Jupiter and Saturn 
were conjunct when Jesus was born approximately 2000 years ago.

“Order- a methodical or harmonious arrangement.”

“Chaos-utter confusion or dis-order.”

 The Reappearance of the Christ-Alice Bailey: 1948.“Right down the ages, in many 
world cycles and in many countries, great points of tension have occurred that have been
characterized by a hopeful sense of expectancy. Someone is expected and his coming is 
anticipated. Always in the past, it has been the religious teachers of the period who have 
fostered and proclaimed this expectancy and the time has always been one of chaos and 
difficulty; of a climaxing point at the close of civilization or culture and when the 
resources of the old religions have seemed inadequate to meet man’s difficulties as to 
solve their problems. The REAPPEARANCE OF THE CHRIST (Messiah) and the 
prevalent expectancy when the times are ripe.”

 The Lost Symbol-Dan Brown pp 56, 104. (2009). “The One-ness of 9-11, of this shared 
experience, the coalescing of millions of minds had affected the randomizing function of
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these machines, organizing their outposts and BRINGING ORDER FROM 
CHAOS….The ORDER FROM CHAOS was one of the great masonic axioms. Ordo 
ab chao.”

                                    JESUS-PAST LIFE -CAUSE

Jesus CEO. Page unknown.  “To restore order from chaos.”

                        BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE-EFFECT

Sun trine Pluto- “To restore order from chaos.”

            

                                                        VISION

“The act or power of seeing; unusual foresight; vivid imaginative conception.”

Thirty six years ago (as of 2010) I had a vision into the future. Luckily I didn’t know 
how far into the future it would be before my dreams would come true because I would 
have been too discouraged to continue knowing I would have to wait so long for 
something to materialize. And here it is thirty-six years later (now 47 years later since 
1973) and I am still patiently but proactively waiting for my destiny and mission to 
become fulfilled. 

“The visionary brings mysticism and imagination and challenges the soul to move 
beyond the physical plane into the realm of what might be. The visionary can pierce the 
veil, returning enlightened to the physical world. The challenge is to avoid getting lost 
within the illusion of the alternate reality.”  Reference might be Magical Passes.

                                JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE

Passover Plot page 68.  “Vision.”

Passover Plot page 173. “The greatness of his vision.”
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Passover Plot page 185.  “Vision and action, faith and deeds.”

Passover Plot page 132.  “Everything had to be foreseen.”

Passover Plot page 173.  “Jesus was truly a visionary.”

Jesus CEO page 103.  “Leaders must expand their vision.”

Passover Plot page 71. “His inner vision.”

Passover Plot page 172.  “A plan worked out in advance.”

Passover Plot page 119.  “The foresight of Jesus.”

Passover Plot page 114.  “His strength and his vision.”

Passover Plot page 94.  “Looking forward into the unknown seeking to determine the 
shape of things to come.”

Passover Plot page 166.  “His design.”

The Third Jesus page 32-  “Jesus’ vision was so breathtaking.”

The Third Jesus page 2.  “This vision is breathtaking in its ambition.”

The Third Jesus page 3.  “His radical vision.”

The Third Jesus page 4.  “There resides an opening for Jesus’ radical vision to be 
renewed.”

The Third Jesus page 15.  “He constantly held out his vision to others.”

                     BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE -EFFECT

Saturn conjunct Pluto-  “Bruce’s ideas and projects will have a transforming effect upon 
the world.”   Enlightened Society For Global Transformation.
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Saturn conjunct Pluto-  “Bruce will make far reaching and long lasting effects on the 
environment.”

Mars sextile Uranus-  “Bruce’s excitement is knowing that he has made a positive 
contribution to a better future for everyone’s benefit.”

Sun trine Saturn- “ Bruce has Foresight.” “The foresight of Jesus.” The “chain is 
unbroken.”

Pluto in the 3rd House-  “What Bruce communicates and thinks will have serious 
consequences.”   What Jesus communicated and thought had serious consequences.”

                                            DESTINY

“Fate; lot or fortune; the   predetermined     course of events.”

As the “chosen Messiah,” the “elect of God,” the “anointed one,” Jesus’ destiny had 
been cast and his fate sealed. This is not the case for everyone. For nearly everyone the 
future is flexible and changeable. No thing, i.e. nothing is 100% cast in concrete. Even 
when the future is knowable it can be changed. Jesus knew his future and he could have 
easily changed it but he knew the course of history would change as well. Jesus’ fate, 
you could say, was predetermined, however, God gives us freedom of choice. For Jesus, 
his will was surrendered to God and his choices were severely limited. It is the same 
with Bruce. He has surrendered his freedom** to choose an alternate future. His script 
has already been written and he has, again, chosen to follow the script.”

** By doing so, i.e. doing God’s will, he exercises the greatest freedom.

“When clouds rise in the sky, it is a sign that it will rain. There is nothing to do but wait 
until the rain falls. It is the same in life when destiny is at work. We should not worry 
and seek to shape the future by interferring in things before the time is ripe.”  I Ching-
Wilhelm/Baynes. Hexagram #5. Waiting.

                     JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE
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Passover Plot page 21- “Jesus had a destiny to fulfill.”

Passover Plot page 15-  “Master of his destiny.”

Passover Plot page 90-  “Must fulfill his destiny.”

Reference unknown-  “His destiny to fulfill the messianic hope.”

Passover Plot page 64-  “The destiny for which he prepared.”

Jesus CEO page 68-  “Jesus felt a sense of destiny.”

Jesus CEO page 69-  “His destiny is like a magnet.”

Source unknown-  “His messianic destiny.”

Passover Plot page 71.  “Destined to be the messiah.”

Source unknown-  “Destiny.”

                         BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE-EFFECT

Eckart Tolle: “Our identity which is encoded as our own energy field as the cell memory
of our cosmic and genetic DNA.”

Dr. Brian Weiss:  “It is simply another repetition or coming together of long pre-
existing patterns.”

Dr. Walter Semkiw:  “The hallmark of a true reincarnation case where the same soul 
creates a physical body in two or more incarnations the following criteria must remain 
REMARKABLY CONSISTENT.” 

Wynn Free:  page 68 The Reincarnation of Edgar Cayce. “As a human soul (actual 
individuality) reincarnates from lifetime to lifetime, its torsion wave “energetic 
signature” will alter the DNA inherited from the parents. This creates similarities in 
facial appearance, personality, and body characteristics...and facial features can be 
passed down from one lifetime to another...and the commonly shared soul would carry 
the uniquely coded torsion wave that ultimately programs our DNA.”
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  “In describing scientifically the cosmic workings of reincarnation, two Russian 
scientists, Peter Gariaev and Vladimir P. Poponin demonstrate that DNA has the unique 
property of attracting light (photons) into itself, causing the light to spiral through the 
molecule instead of traveling in a straight line path. Even more importantly, the research 
of Yu V. Dzang Kangeng showed that the spiraling energy forming the DNA could be 
transferred from one organism to another…Ibid page 69

...An understanding of this model also allows us to grasp how certain metaphysical 
systems may work. For example, this could explain how the planet’s astrological 
positions can actually impact an entity.  Each planet is a sub-logos of the galaxy with its 
own unique intelligent patternings and archetypes as a conscious entity…Ibid

As an entitity leaves the protective shell of its mother’s energy field in her womb 
through the birthing process, it receives an imprint of that exact planetary 
configuration at the moment of birth into its DNA/energy body. Thus, a chain of 
causality links each of us, via our DNA, to the consciousness of the entire 
cosmos...Ibid

Our souls time our births so as to incarnate during a planetary configuration that is 
most auspicious for our body/mind/spirit development, in relation to the lessons we then 
choose to learn/master in that incarnation.” Ibid

This is exactly what happened to me. My soul timed my birth for April 2, 1948 at 8:38 
AM in Chicago, Illinois when the Sun, Moon, planets and the fixed stars and 
constellations had a vibratory frequency that was encoded with the memories of all my 
lifetimes, and most particularly, My Past Life As Jesus. The Sun, Moon, planets and 
fixed stars were at a perfect “planetary configuration” that matched the soul pattern that
incarnated as Jesus and then as Bruce. The “energy signature” remaining exactly the 
same from past life to present life.

Sun in the 11th House-  “Destiny will come to be fulfilled...”

Aspect unknown- “Destiny requires..”

Mercury in the 10th House-  “Destiny will require a show of eloquence.”

Sun trine Mars-   “Secure in his own destiny.”
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Pluto in the 3rd House-  “There is psychological torture when truth seems to smile 
sardonically on your perplexity.”

Aspect unknown-  “Destiny.”

                                              MISSION

“A task to be performed.”

Being on a mission is very goal directed but in a more passionate way. There is a saying;
“Like a man on a mission.”  Something quite specific and very definite needs to be 
accomplished. For Jesus, fulfilling all the prophecies in the manner they were predicted 
to happen and exactly when they were predicted to happen was almost a “mission 
impossible.”  The mission for Bruce has the same underlying objective. Bring about 
transcendance and transformation for humanity. This is the mission.
 

Astrology And Past Lives- Mary Devlin. “The incarnating entity chooses the time most 
astrologically advantageous for its mission on earth.”  To ascertain her findings she 
assembled four hundred astrological charts that included the re-incarnational histories 
derived from past life regression therapy through hypnosis. 

Devlin maintains that a past life birth chart is derived from two distinct methods which 
can be combined together. 

The first method can only be possible if the past incarnation is relatively recent whereby 
the birth date has been recorded in some record which still exists and can be verified.

The second way is simply to ask the person under hypnosis to disclose when and where 
they were born in the most immediate past life.  The soul will know exactly and 
precisely the when and the where. She says: “The birth data is then run through a 
computer. The resulting natal-chart features are analyzed carefully to make sure they fit
the life and personality(as revealed through the regression), of the prior incarnation. 
About one half of our cases involve subjects with one past life birth chart: The rest have 
at least two.

Astrologer Devlin studied the PATTERNS in the birth charts and was able to draw her 
conclusions substantiating and identifying a particular past life incarnation.”
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                                           JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE

Jesus CEO page 128.  “...to accomplish the great mission of his life Jesus did whatever 
needed to be done.”

Passover Plot page unknown.  “He had to prepare for the most dangerous part of his 
mission.”

Jesus CEO page 14.  “Jesus knew his mission statement.”

Jesus CEO page 25.  “What he saw his mission to be.”

Jesus CEO page 106.  “He stuck to his mission.”

Jesus CEO page 24. “Leaders stay focused on the successful accomplishment of their 
mission.”

Jesus CEO page 211.  “It was Jesus’ mission to deliver our crown.”

Either Jesus CEO or Passover Plot. “Jesus had to visualize the mission of Messiah.”

Reference unknown. “The blueprint of Messiah’s mission.”

Passover Plot page 66.  “The scriptures disclosed to him the character of his mission.”

Jesus CEO. Page unknown.  “Leaders must have strength to carry out their mission.”

                      BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE-EFFECT

Sun in the 11th House-  “Bruce’s foremost interest is understanding his underlying self 
and its mission on earth.”

Sun in the 11th House-  “Bruce has a mission to accomplish.”

Acts 1:11:  “This same Jesus will come.”

Life After Death-The Burden of Proof. Dr. Deepak Chopra.  “Reincarnation occurs at a 
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higher level than where one left off and the specific calculations are made by the 
universe itself, not just every lifetime, but every event in nature.”

General George Patton: “So as through a glass and darkly the age long strife I see, where
I fought in may guises, many names, but always me.”

                                                                    Easter Sunday, April 12, 2020

                                                   MYSTICAL

“Of or characterized by esoteric or other worldly practices or content; of hidden 
character or significance; of mystics or mysticism; a person who claims insight into 
mysteries transcending ordinary human knowledge; spiritually symbolic; an 
immediate spiritual intuition of truths, or of a direct, intimate union of the soul with God
through contemplation or spiritual ectasy; mysterious.”

Bruce is not just mystical or a mystic. He is “a teacher of mystic matters.”

Essential Judaism-George Robinson page 192 (2000).   “There is even, among the 
Jewish mystics of that period (2nd century B.C.E.) a notion of reincarnation...There 
clearly is a consistent strain of thought in Judaism that posits the soul as immortal and 
one part of an integrated unit of mind, body, soul.”

Sightings-Extraordinary Encounters With Ordinary Birds by Sam Keon. 
The Third Jesus-2008.  “The hardest thing to see is what is hidden in plain sight. After 
twenty centuries of doctrine and dogma we have nearly lost sight of the Jesus who was a
wandering teacher of mystical truths.”

Reverend Patricia E. de Jong, senior minister, First Congregational Church of Berkely, 
California. The Third Jesus 2008.  “A testimony to the inexhaustibility of Jesus; wise 
man, social reformer, advocate for the poor, and for some, a Savior...the Mystical Jesus 
at one with our deepest consciousness.”

                              JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE
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Sun in Pisces-  “Mystical.

Passover Plot page 66.  “Mystical Jewish piety.”

                                                          
The Third Jesus page 1.  “What Jesus actually taught is much more radical and at the 
same time mystical.”

The Third Jesus page 120.  “The mystical Jesus was describing his essence and our own 
at the same time.”

The Third Jesus page 53. “His vision radical and mystical.”

The Third Jesus page 8. “He was the keeper of deep mysteries.”

The Third Jesus page 2.  “Jesus wanted to inspire a world reborn in God. This vision is 
breathtaking in its ambition. It points us toward a mystical realm, the only place where 
human nature can radically change.”

Exploring The Levels of Creation- Sylvia Browne 2006 pages 122,123.  “Jesus was a 
true mystical traveler..and mystical travelers may feel somewhat reluctant after they get 
down to earth because their lives are often up for grabs...they charted this life for 
themselves….Being a mystical traveler takes a great commitment on that individual’s 
part. Please note that you are either a mystical traveler or not-this is something that’s 
imprinted on a soul and can’t be requested while you are on the earth plane.”

                       BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE-EFFECT

Sun in Pisces-  “Mystical.”

Neptune in the 5th House-  “Teacher of mystic matters.” How could I have been born a 
“teacher of mystic matters” straight outta the womb? 

Venus in the 12th House-  “You love mystery.”  “Jesus was the keeper of deep 
mysteries.” Pluto in the 3rd House-  “..being responsible for secret and exclusive 
information pertaining to matters of great importance...”
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                                            MAGICIAN

“The use of techniques such as incantation to exert alleged control over the 
supernatural or the forces of nature; an extraordinary influence or power; 
mysteriously enchanting.”  

Uranus conjunct the Ascendant- “Able to tap a super conscious level of knowledge.” 

Sun trine Pluto- “Qualified to gain positions of power and authority with tremendous 
power and will.” 

Saturn sextile Neptune-  “Useful as a guide and advisor to individuals in power.” 

Pluto in the 3rd House- “Developed will power and aided by an inspiration of unknown 
origin.”  

Mars conjunct Pluto-  “Tremendous energy and power in actions and great power of 
regeneration...able to tap the energy of universal power.

Magical Passes page 27.  “Believe me, said Don Juan, ‘We are magical creatures of 
awareness...we human beings are magical beings.”

Jesus The Magician: Charlatan or Son of God: Morton Smith 1978. Page 68. Morton 
Smith argues in his book that the historical Jesus was a magician...”

NBC News: Earliest reference describes Christ as a ‘magician.’ by Jennifer 
Viegas/Discovery Channel.  “A team of scientists led by renowned French marine 
archeologist Franck Goddio recently announced that they have found a bowl, dating  to 
between the late 2nd century B.C.(e) and the early century A.D., that is engraved with 
what they believe could be the world’s first known reference to Christ.

If the word “Christ” refers to the Biblical Jesus Christ, as is speculated, then the 
discovery may provide evidence  that Christianity and paganism at times intertwined in 
the ancient world.

The full engraving on the bowl reads, ‘DIA CHRSTOU O GOISTAIS.’  which has been 
interpreted by the excavation team to mean either, ‘by Christ the magician’ or, ‘the 
magician by Christ.’
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‘It could very well be a reference to Jesus Christ, in that he was once the primary 
exponent of white magic,’ Goddio, co-founder of the Oxford Center of Maritime 
Archeology, said.’”

Matthew 2:1-12.  “Where is he who has been born king of the Jews? For we have seen 
his star ** in the East, and have come to worship him.”

**The conjunction of Jupiter, Saturn and possibly Mars..

Associated Press by Tom Coyne (2013)-  “Theoretical astrophysicist, Grant Matthews, 
after two years of research has concluded the heavenly sign around the time of the birth 
of Jesus Christ was an unusual alignment of the planets...”

German astronomer Johannes Kepler proposed in 1604 that the star was a conjunction 
of Mars, Saturn and Jupiter in 7 B.C.  

Grant Matthews believes the Christmas star is most likely an alignment of the planets on
February 20, 6 B.C.(e) when Mars, Saturn and Jupiter aligned in the constellation of
Pisces.  Matthews has access to NASA data bases to ascertain this information. 

So, the three Magi(cians)were astrologers and magicians from Persia (modern day Iran) 
who were versed in the Old Testament, the prophecies and were aware of the 
conjunction of Saturn, Jupiter and Mars. They also knew the mathematics of the 
prophecies and were able to calculate exactly when and where the “King of the Jews” 
would be born. 

Matthews says: “I think it would take more of a(n) historical reference more than 
astrophysics. I think this is as good as you can do for now.”

December 21, 2020=19. The winter solstice. Jupiter and Saturn are conjunct 0* in 
Capricorn(sidereal). This is a day of the Alpha and the Omega; the beginning and the 
ending.  “It’s all good!!”

                          

                       BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE-EFFECT
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Saturn conjunct Pluto-  “The aspect of the magician gives Bruce the ability to channel 
spiritual energy through structured systems. This astrological combination gives the 
ability to bring about global transformation.”  That would be pretty magical wouldn’t 
it?  To have an ENLIGHTENED SOCIETY FOR GLOBAL TRANSFORMATION?

                                               FOCUS

“A central point, as of attention or activity; to concentrate; to become focused.”

In a world where it seems important to be able to multi-task, I do several things at once. 
The pursuit of God consciousness should not be one of them. God needs our undivided 
attention. We need to train our minds and our thoughts to focus its wandering nature on 
God/Love. We need to lock our sights onto doing God’s will whatever that may be for 
you. When your work day is done begin your work with God. We all need to stop 
dreaming and wake up!  We can all multi-task. Keeping our sights on God and whatever 
else we are doing here on earth.
                                                                
The Lost Symbol page 56. Dan Brown (2009).  “Focused thought” could affect literally 
anything; human   thought   can literally transform the physical world.”  

Saturn conjunct Pluto- “Bruce’s ideas and projects will have a transforming effect 
upon the world.  .  .”  Aren’t ideas thoughts?

If you have not already read it I encourage you to read “Reversing Global Warming” at 
www.TheCenterForWorldPeace.Love.  I wrote this in Federal Prison in 2009. It is all 
about “focused thought” and transforming the world and the planet through focused 
thought.

                           JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE

Passover Plot page 94. “Jesus brought his ideas into a sharper and singular focus.”

Passover Plot page 131.  “The prophecies’ requirements shaped his every move and 
engaged his constant vigilence.”
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                          BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE-EFFECT

Sun in the 11th House-  “Enfolded by a single desire.”

Saturn sextile Neptune-  “(Bruce is) preoccupied with social causes through which he is 
trying to make a spiritual contribution.”

                                       ORGANIZATION

“The act or process of organizing; the state or manner of being organized; to 
systematize; order.”

Any good business plan demands organization. The same is true for our spiritual plan. 
The universe is ordered and we must be organized and ordered. Self transformation 
demands organization. 

                                  JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE

Passover Plot page 106.  “The most careful organization...”  

Passover Plot page unknown.  “Organized.”

Passover Plot page 46.  “The prophetic requirements organized to show a progressive 
program of events.”

                       BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE-EFFECT

Saturn sextile Neptune.  “Efficiency and organization.”

Aspect unknown. “Efficient organization.”

Sun trine Saturn-  “Organizing ability.”
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                                              PENETRATING

 “Acute; discerning; to comprehend; to affect deeply.”

Being able to penetrate the veil of the illusion of the material world leads to the 
comprehending of the nature of the universe. Penetrating the veil is one of the first 
steps on the spiritual path towards higher consciousness, enlightenment, transcendence 
and self transformation. To penetrate the veil we must penetrate our own egoistic and 
material selves (self).  This  penetration will take us from our lower carnal materialistic 
self to our higher spiritual self.

                                 
                            JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE

Passover Plot page 62.  “Very little escaped Jesus’ penetrating notice.”

The Lost Jesus Scroll page 90.  “Jesus viewed people with deep penetration.”

                                   BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE-EFFECT

Pluto in the 3rd House-  “Power of penetration.”

                                     TIMING

“The adjustment of the time or speed of an action so as to achieve the best effect.”

One of the most crucial elements in Jesus’ mission to fulfill the prophecies is the 
element if timing.  As shown earlier in this book Jesus knew from the prophecies 
exactly when the events were to occur in order to fulfill them. This meant that Jesus, in 
order to execute his plan accordingly, had to make sure he did not get arrested too soon 
which would counter the timing element of the Scriptures. The “betrayal” by Judas, the 
time of the triumphful entry into Jerusalem on “Solomon’s Foal” and the arrest, et al, 
the timing of which was all manipulated by Jesus to bring about the right timing. The 
mastery of this aspect of Jesus’ personality is inherent in Bruce.
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Once on the spiritual path the natural timing of things just falls into place. It takes a lot 
of faith and a lot of surrender, but the universe provides perfect     timing to all life’s 
events. 

                           JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE

Passover Plot page 99.  “Timing.”

 The Reappearance of the Christ. “Right timing.”

Passover Plot page 106.  “...most careful timing.”

Passover Plot page 160.  “Remarkable care for timing.”

Passover Plot page 132.  “Everything had to be timed.”

Passover Plot page 68.  “Careful timing.”

                            BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE-EFFECT

Sun trine Saturn-  “Bruce has a knack for doing the right thing at the right time to 
achieve the best results.”  Where does this knack come from?

Sun trine Pluto-  “Insight into situations that let him know just when and where to act.”

Sounds like Jesus to me! 

4-12-2020. Herein ends part IV on this Easter Sunday. Doing the “right thing at the right time.”
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